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B4-MP_c72_109969.htm Unit 2 易混词辨析1. If you want to know

the train schedule, please ______ at the booking office.A. acquire B.

inquire C. request D. require2. The coming of the railways in the

1830s ______ our society and economic life.A. transformed B.

transported C. transferred D. transmitted3. In Britain, the best season

of the year is probably ______ spring.A. later B. last C. latter D. late4.

A completely new situation will ______ when the examination

system comes into existence.A. arise B. rise C. raise D. arouse5. It is

quite necessary for a qualified teacher to have good manners and

______ knowledge.A. extensive B. expansive C. intensive D.

expensive6. Last year the advertising rate ______ by 20 percent.A.

raised B. aroused C. arose D. rose7. In general, the amount that a

student spends for housing should be held to one-fifth of the total

______ for living expenses.A. acceptable B. available C. advisable D.

applicable8. I hate people who ______ the end of film that you

haven’t seen before.A. reveal B. rewrite C. revise D. reverse9. Some

diseases are ______ by certain water animals.A. transplanted B.

transformed C. transported D. transmitted10. It is our ______ policy

that we will achieve unity through peaceful means.A. consistent B.

continuous C. considerate D. continual11. I’m sorry I can’t see

you immediately. but if you’d like to take a seat, I’ll be with you

______. A. for a moment B. in a moment C. for the moment D. at

the moment12. Our hopes ______ and fell in the same instant.A.



arose B. raised C. rose D. aroused13. The twentieth century has

witnessed an enormous worldwide political, economic and cultural

______ . A. tradition B. transportation C. transmission D.

transformation 14. The football game comes to you ______ from

New York. A. lively B. alive C. live D. living 100Test 下载频道开通
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